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Fruits basket kagura annoying

Our site is currently being redesigned in the new version. Everything you see is currently in read-write mode. Additionally, the layout and UI won't be complete unless all classes are re-enabled, so please ignore any layout issues (or soft-ness) at this time. #286 Matsuki on 15 years ago [Quote = Dewy] There's nothing
wrong with Yui Horie. o_o; He stands high, but he does an amazing job on Tohru, Tohru's American VA that doesn't stand high, but he's not too hilarious at acting. ^^; [/Quote] Really? I really don't like him as tohru. very much! 0_o Tohru American Voice actress did really well in my opinion. The acting was also very good.
I believe he captured Toharu's dematness and innocence. anyway. In no order my list heres: + Risa Harada (DNAngel) + Everyone on Pokemon (Pokemon, Doh) + Orihime (Bleach) + Kikyo (Inuyasha) + Serena (Salior Moon) ehh.. । Khichdi: Think about more right now. [QUOTE=khenemetset] I find anime girls very
annoying to be honest. Maybe that's why I don't want to crossplay instead. ^^;;; My top ten list... 1. Asuka -Eva... ungh she's just a bitch and I constantly hate bitch guys. 2. Kagome -Inuysha... He's way too sticky to have another quality that I dislike. 3. Entire cast of Azumanga Daioh – I just didn't like any of them
annoying nor did I probably like the series because of the fact. 4. Anzu/Chai-U-Gi-Oh! .... It's the friendship thing she's still not in Atem and also doesn't see how much Yugi loves her. I feel for Yugi I feel *hugs Yugi tightly*5. Karu-Ruruni Kenshin-Anag also once again sticky. 6. All women in Ranma 1/2 - Talk about Ungh
annoying. &gt;_&amp;lt; 7 । All women in Tenchi Muyo -ungh again... And the constant battle over Tenchi 8. Anna - Shaman Raja - she's a bitch too. 9. Flay-Gundam Seed-Bitch Syndrome Again.. । Not to mention I just don't like him. 10. Tohru-Fruit Basket — Not Really Sure Why.. । [/quote] All the rimals in Rama? Even
Kasumi!? From Naruto to Assur!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I don't like him, I nervously like him and his expectation is he will never die so I can see Naruto whitout getting annoyed!!!!! Minmei is not annoying! He just has issues that all. Here's my list 1) Misty-Ni 2) Suzu-Marmalade Boy 3) Sailor Moon - Sailor Moon 4) Shegaru - Boy
Flowers on 5) Kavita - Puni Puni Ponni 6) Sakurako - Boys on Flowers 7) Tomo-Azumgadioh Is difficult to think of annoying people as I try to forget ^_^ about them. Ayyashi from No Cyrus. Too bad his family didn't kill him when they had the chance. [Quote = Psychotic JE] Lemme Guess - Keiko (Yu Yu Hakusho) - Miaka
and Yui. I hated both of them. - Ed. I get to see a headache bounce around him. - Kagome. I just started to see Inu Yasha.. । and Insects me. -Cute girl in KareKano... Tasu-Something or someone else. -Pick your random girl from sailor moon -do the same from Digimon. [/Quote] Kare is the girl in Kano Yes, that's
annoying! I can't stand her being with another woman, off the mistake that me off!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1 1) Hinaichigo [Rozen Maiden] - yes she's cute.. । Until she opens her mouth! All he does is groan and cry. Not to mention he's a spoiled brat. 2) Shinonome-sensei [Loveless] She's like 23 and (as far as we can tell) has yet
to find a boyfriend. He's just pathetic. 3) Anyone from DoReMi — that show is so happy and colorful that it endlessly annoys me. Also, I'm very tolerant of anime characters, like I'm quite tolerant of people. 1. Toharu - Fruit Basket 2. Nanami-Utenna 3. Dita - Vandread 4. Shampoo-Ranma 1/2 5. Cologne - Ranma 1/2 6.
Aon Freya - Photon 7. Excel - Excel Saga 8. Ayeka - Tenshi Muyo 9. Tsubasa - Kare Kano 10. Koju-Utenna Toharu Honda Tohru Honda Toru Honda. Also, Nina Tucker from some early episodes of Fullmetal Alchemist. My friends and I were so happy when he died! Also, Suzy from Jach Bell. I can't stand him.... Why
Toharu Honda? He ;) :p sweet, innocent, optimistic and hard-working. Well, we all taste different, lol, but sometimes I'm eager to know why. Misty - (it must be obvious) Fuu-samurai champloo (she reminds me of Misty with the promise thing) Sakura-Naruto (someone needs to cry if there's this list) Mahoromatic (I just
need my ecchi is all) Sakura card captors (ha I got you guys there) Naru-love Hina (she's just a blitz) All sailor scouts! (I had a seizure with all those colors wrapping around the body there.) Subaru-.hack (that's just.) Ayeka-tenchi (royally annoying) Orihime-bleach (that's no problem, but she's just like nails on a chalk
board) Buuya are my top four: 1. Milfeulle from Galaxy Angel (she's sweet but, she gets on my last vein. He's very ditzy). 2. Tenchi Muyo to Ayaka (&gt;_&amp;lt;; oo. major approach problem. ) 3. Angelique Leer from Tomayo (Her voice makes me angry. Oh, and she reminds me of this girl I know.) 4. Sailor Usagi from
Moon (I like him in the stars when he's more mature, but in any other season..ick.. I wish I could keep them in order, but I despise them all the same. 1. Mio Hio: DNAngel 2. Rinoa Hardik: FF8 3. Any girl from Inuysha 4. Ed: Cowboy Bebop 5. Azamaria: Chrno Crusade 6. Michiru: Sailor Moon 7. Haruka: Sailor Moon 8.
Deedlit: Lodoss Wars 9's record. Rowina: Gundam Wing 10. Reissa Harda: DNAngel W00t.DNAngel closed the list with irritability. Often stereotypeally — not to mention enough for feminine traits gone wrong: Akemi and Yagami (Maison Ikkoku) Ayame, Ritsu, and Ritsu's mother (fruit basket) Ranmaru (Samurai Warriors)
— he's from a game, but Oda needs a little b**ch just to die. Aken and Ranma (Ranma)-Make up your mind. Tenchi (Tenchi Muyo) - More groan than Michael Jackson's fridge. Motoko (Love Hina) - Stereotypical Butch True strength gains by giving the show towards the woman-girl. Kitsun (Love Hina) - Japanese
kituning is bad enough, but the American is a rebellion. Why, oh why! Do some directors think bad Southern accents are an analogue of copycat Oskan dialect? Shikijo (Mahoromatic) - Her mega-horny demonism wasn't funny for the first time, let alone the 100th. Not really on a feminine list, but she's quite annoying for
both sexes. Miaka (Fushigi Yuugi) - If everyone had listed him, it would still not be enough for a megalomaniac who ruins the lives of everyone around him. Akari (Battle Athlete)- Mika Jr. He didn't deserve frickin' to Kris, who grew up a lot. In fact, to actually disagree on the theory: Tohru (fruit basket) — like every
character in Furuba, he's running wounded. But he grows, and becomes a catalyst in helping others grow and heal. Shinobu (love Hina) - She's a kid, for Pete. I can see how her female honor would be annoying if she were an adult, but she's just a sweet kid. Even if he were a man, it would be true. Aoi (Ai Yori Aoshi) -
Robot Maid comment was true, and make me laugh. But I see it as coming selflessly towards everyone, not fair obedience towards men. Kagome-Inuyasha-mainly because she is all like INUYASHAAAAAAAAAA.. Tohru Honda — fruit basket — because he's dumb and has fawn power all over him for men when he's not
pretty. Miaka - Fushigi Yuugi - being a glut and the fact that she can make any man fall in love with her too fricken gay one. Sakura - Go supporters - because he's a pedicilli and loves a fourteen-year-old when he's like 20. Natsumi-Backers go - because she's such a ditz and whines because she's lost her kitty cat key
series and just works in annoying Honky Tonk, ruining the lives of everyone who sees her dumb blonde act Sakura-Naruto - because she's moaning I need some other reason.. । And that hair ... Pink color. Please dye it. Kagura - fruit basket - She screams KYO and is in love with Kyo even though she doesn't love him,
causing her multipul injuries and ruining poor Shiguire's house. Sana Kurta-Kodocha – because she sings way too much and she falls in love with her body guard who happens to be in her mid-20s and she's in sixth grade.... Not correct. Wikimedia List articles Tohru Honda (full figure in center right) with family members
affected by the Soma Zodiac curse. The characters of the fruit basket were written by Natsuki Takaya and created in manga illustrated by him. Manga was ranked in 136 chapters in yum from the monthly manga magazine Hana between January 1999 and November 2006, and collected in 23 Tankobon volumes by
Hacusensha. [1] The series was adapted as a drama CD with an issue of Hana distributed as a promotional item called Yume[2] and a 26-episode anime series produced by television studio DEEN initially on July 5 and December 27, 2001. TV aired on Tokyo. [3] [3] Licensed in English by Chuang Yi in Singapore,[4]
Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand,[5] and TokyoPop in North America. [6] Anime is licensed in English by FUNimation Entertainment, which distributes it in North America itself, through Revelation films in the United Kingdom, and through Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand. The
series tells the story of Toharu Honda, an orphaned girl who, after meeting Yuki, Kyo and Shiguire Soma, learns that thirteen members of the Soma family are near Chinese zodiac animals and cursed to turn their animal forms when they embrace someone of the opposite sex or their bodies come under a great deal of
stress. As the series progresses, Toharu meets the rest of the zodiac and the mysterious head of the family, Akito Soma, and eventually resolves to break the curse that burdens them. The spellings used here are given in the official area 1 DVD and English manga release. Names are given in western order, with family
names the last. According to Natsuki Takaya in the composition and conception interview, Tohru Honda was the first character he created for the series,[7] with Yuki and Kyo Soma soon. [8] When asked how she came up with Tohru's personality and background, she said: I thought for a girl to accept other people's
feelings so wholeheartedly, she would be a slightly unusual way of looking at things so that she wouldn't be crushed by having so much empathy. But I'm still worried that I need something else to flesh him out. And then thought, oh yes — I'll use her super polite language, and use it the wrong way! I had all came at once.
In time, his character was completed. [9] Takaya gave Toharu a name that is generally used only for men because she likes to give masculine names to female characters to balance them. [10] In addition, Takaya decided to address other characters as Toharu-kun, a respectable use commonly used for boys, because he
thought it was a more respectable form of address. [9] The next characters Takaya developed were Yuki, Kyo, and Shiguire Soma, and these were Kyo's first character whose personality and looks really hit me.. । Without hesitation. [11] According to the Fruits Basket character book, she had a Yuki dress in Chinese-style
clothes because she likes them. [12] She said she believes they correspond to their androgynous nature, and that she intentionally gave Yuki and Kyo different tastes to separate them. [13] Takaya described these four characters, Toharu, Yuki, Kyo and Shiguire as the main artists. [14] The first character developed after
him was Kisa Soma, whom he described as the first or second most beautiful character in the competition. [14] Takaya gave most of the names of the cursed Soames after months in the former Japanese Lunisolar calendar that corresponds to their amount The exceptions are Kureno and Momiji, whose names were
accidentally changed; [16] Kyo, who is not part of the official amount as cat; And Yuki. According to the author, no other name has special meanings. [18] Tohru Honda Main article: Tohru Honda Voiced by: Hiroko Konishi (19 Drama CD), Yui Horie (2001 Anime, 2005 Drama CD), Manaka Iwami (2019 Anime) (Japanese);
Laura Bailey (English)[19] Tohru Honda (⽥ 透, Honda Töru) is an orphaned high school student who, at the start of the story, begins to live with Shiguire, Yuki, and Kyo Soma in exchange for housekeeping. She loves to cook, describes herself as an excellent maid, and has an after-school job as an office janitor to pay
her tuition fees to avoid having a burden on her grandfather. [20] He is portrayed as humble, optimistic, extremely kind and selfless; [21] 22] Many other characters, including Kyo,[23] Rin,[24] and Saki,[25] tell him that he needs to look out for himself and not shoulder everyone's burden. In the original Japanese, Tohru
habitually speaks formally (see Honorific Speech in Japanese), but not always correctly,[9] a habit he picked up from his father, Katsuya, after he died when he was three, as a way of turning him into his mother's eyes. [26] Toharu's mother, Kyoto, picked her up alone until she died in a car accident shortly after Tohru
entered high school, a few months before the start of the story. Tohru repeatedly calls Kyoto the most important person in his life and puts his picture in the treasure; [27] When he falls in love with Kyo he feels guilty of being unfaithful to his mother's memory. [28] In the first half of the series, as Tohru learns about the
zodiac curse and its impact on those he loves, he becomes distressed, and when he learns that the dangerous Akito is the God of zodiac, he resolves to break the curse. [29] Only afterwards does he accept that he wants to free kyo most of all. [30] Despite setbacks, both external and personal, [31] Tohru stubbornly
persists in her goal and eventually frees Kyo and her friends. [32] In the last chapter, he is going to another city with Kyo so he can continue his martial arts training, and in the final pages it has been shown that they had a son and a granddaughter. [33] Another in the sequel series Fruit Basket, Tohru and Kyo are
married with three children, their oldest son Hajime acting as the male protagonist. Voiced by Arisa Uotani: Yuka Imai (2001 Anime, 2005 drama CD), Atsumi Tanjaki (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Perissa Fakhri (2001 anime), Elizabeth Maxwell (2019 anime) (English) [34] Arisa Uotani (⿂, ありさ, Utani Arisa) is a former
member of the gang (a Yankee, [35] Japanese version of the American thug image) and one of Toru's closest friends. Arisa is portrayed as hard, brash and sometimes violent; [36] She wears long skirts, sometimes leads does, and often often Like a man (see gender differences in spoken Japanese). Arisa is tall for a girl,
and once claims she wants to reach 6 feet (1.8 meters) in height. [37] He is often competitive especially with Kyo and bickering with him. Her childhood was troubling: her father is an alcoholic and her mother left her for another man when Arisa was young; Arisa joined an all-girl gang called Women in Fifth Grade, and
sculpted The Reputation of Kyoto Honda from her gang days. When Arista met Kyoto's daughter Tohru in middle school and then Kyoto herself, she was shocked by the change in doting mother from the gang-leader, but became friends after Kyoto helped her escape from the gang. [38] With Saki Hanajima, she vowed
to take care of Tohru at The Tomb of Kyoto, and in the parents protection of Tohru, noted by Kyo and Yuki,[39] Arissa is depicted as a brash and direct father-figure. [40] Toharu calls him UO and his manga symbol is a fish, meaning kanji (⿂) before his family name. Arisa works a couple of different part-time jobs during
the series; In one of them, in a convenience store, he meets Kureno Soma and is immediately attracted to her, though he worries about his nine-year age gap. [41] They meet a few days later a second time, when he almost kisses her after buying her lunch, but after that he refuses to see her again because of his
promise to stay with Akiko,[42] and he tries to get over him. When Kureno leaves Akito, Arisa helps her take her out, telling her that she is waiting for him at the moment,[43] and in the final chapter she is preparing to move on with him. [33] Saki Hanajima voiced: Uko Minaguchi (1999 drama CD) Reko Yasuhara (2001
anime, 2005 drama CD), Satomi Sako (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Daphne Gere (2001 Anime), Zaid Saxton (2019 Anime) (English) [34] Saki Hanajima (花島 咲, Hanajima Saki) is a mental girl with the ability to understand the waves of people and send out waves of lightning, and one of toru's closest friends. He has been
portrayed as very comprehensible; [44] and conducts itself in a deadpan manner. Saki is often seen eating or doing hair of Tohru or Arisa when she is not in class. According to an author's note, unlike her Gothic Lolita appearance,[44] she likes shojo manga and novels and bought a copy of Shiguire Soma's Heartthrob.
[45] Toru calls him Hana, and his manga symbol is a small flower, which means the meaning of kanji (花) before his family name. Saki had trouble controlling her abilities when she was young, and blamed herself for the near-fatal collapse of a boy who was bullying her. [46] Like Arisa, Saki Tohru has the immense
security, the first person in the school who actually accepted her, who helped her control her powers. [46] She wears black fingernails polished and (when Not in school uniform) black clothes, often with a cloak or veil, [47] introduced the habits Saki had before he met Tohru as one to indicate his guilt. [46] With Arisa, he
promised to take care of Tohru at the grave of Toharu's mother and to protect his nearby parents,[39] He acts as motherly love. [40] He uses his reputation to send out poison waves to shield Tohru from the misogyny of Yuki's fan club. [48] He has a close relationship with his family, who accepts and nurtures his gifts,
especially his younger brother Megumi, who also has mental abilities. When Saki Kazuma sees Soma when she comes to Kyo's parent-teacher conference, she calls him Beautiful[49] and later at Sorta Cinderella's class performance, she asks Kazuma to talk with him. [50] Kyo is deeply upset at Saki's idea in a
relationship with her foster father, that she and Arisa tease her with the prospect. [51] However, in the final chapter, Saki is working as a cook in Kazuma's Dojo. [33] Another in the sequel series Fruit Basket, he has a son named Rio Mosca. Kasunya Honda Kasuya Honda (⽥, Honda Katsuya) is the deceased father of
Toharu Honda and the husband of Kyoto Honda. He appears only in manga in flashbacks. Katsuya habitually speaks formally (see dignified speech in Japanese) as a way of recusing himself from the world,[52] a habit that, according to his father, adopts Tohru later. [26] He meets Kyoto as a student teacher in his middle
school and recognizes that his rebellious behavior was as much about security as his humble manners; [53] In turn, Kyoto initially describes his manners as a fake humble. Despite their eight-year gap in age (he was 23, he was 15), they fall in love; She helps her set apart her gangster lifestyle and they marry after she
finishes middle school. Three years after Toru was born, Kasuya dies of pneumonia while on a business trip. [52] Voiced by Kyoto Honda: Reiko Yasuhara (2001 Anime), Miyayuki Sawshiro (2019 Anime)[54] (Japanese); Julie Mayfield (2001 anime); Lydia Mackay (2019 anime) (English) [34] Kyoto Honda (a.⽥.00am,
Honda Kyöko), Née Katsunuma, is the deceased mother of Tohru Honda, appearing only in photos treasured by Flash and Tohru. In middle school, Kyoto Red Butterfly is the leader of an all-female Bosozoku gang called Suicide Squad, a name that comes from the tail-lights of a motorcycle that looks like a red butterfly
at night. [55] Tohru tells Kyo Soma that her mother was ignored and rejected by her parents, and katsuya fell in love with a student teacher named Honda who stood up for her when her parents retracted her after a gang fight. Katsuya and Kyoto marry after she leaves middle school and has a daughter, Tohru, and Kyoto
learns how to work through difficulties together with Katsuya. [56] She is devastated by her husband's unexpected death and almost by remembering her three-year-old daughter Kills himself in his needs. [52] Because of his experiences, Kyoto raises To believe that everyone needs to feel the need,[52] and helps Arisa
leave their gang. [38] Tohru calls Kyoto the most important person in his life, and repeats bits of his mother's emotional wisdom throughout the series. Kyoto dies a few months before the start of the series when he is hit by a car. Kyo is present in the accident but is unable to save her without revealing her curse, and
hears her last words as I will not forgive you. [57] In Chapter 135, a flashback of his final moments shows that he holds no ill will toward Kyo and is actually trying to say I won't forgive you if you don't keep your promise to protect Tohru — an act of charging Why to protect Tohru. [58] Kyoto never complained against Kyo.
Soma family cursed members voiced by Akito Soma: Murasaki Wakaba (2001 Anime), Maiya Sakamoto (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Chad Klein (2002 Anime), Coleen Clinbeard (2019 Anime) (English) [34] Kid Akiko voiced: Yuka Imai (2001 anime) (Japanese); Haroon Dimuk (2001 Anime), Trina Nishimura (2019 Anime)
(English) [34] Akito Soma (草摩 慊⼈, Soma Akito) is the head of the Soma family and very weak. Akiko has been diagnosed as a woman in manga. He often gets sick and runs fever, and Hatori Soma claims that half his doctor's job is tending to Akito, who he says specializes in getting sick. [59] Akito is not given the
age, but he is a few years younger than Ritsu and is said to be at least twenty by Shiguire. [42] [60] Akito is portrayed as low-natured and degrading, and has physically and emotionally scarred many somus, including Halori, Rin, Hiro, Kisa, Yuki and Kyo. While the Soma family is part of the curse, Akito does not possess
the spirit of the Chinese zodiac, but rather fulfills the role of the Jade Emperor, a figure from stories about the origin of the zodiac; He describes himself as the God of zodiac, who controls the zodiac, and the lord of his spirits. [29] Kazuma Soma told Toharu Honda that for the rest of the zodiac, Akiko is a figure of awe
with whom he cannot resist, with whom he has a blood bond. [61] Akiko's mother Ren Soma denies that the bond of zodiac is real and Akiko is obsessed with proving her wrong. [62] Once the members of the zodiac become old enough, he wishes them to live within the Soma complex for the rest of his life at a never-
ending banquet. [63] Akito initially allows Toharu to live with Shiguere because he believes that Toharu will come to reject Yuki and Kyo because of the curse,[64] and when they learn that outsiders can accept them and get away from Akito, he comes to hate Torru the most. [65] In anime, Akito and Tohru come to the
habitat centered on Akito's apprehension of young dying, which is only the effect of the curse described in anime. [66] In manga, to the curse of Toru Through the efforts of, Akiko realizes that holding on to Bond, he said he Hurt himself as much as others and lets it go. [32] In the first anime series, Akiko is biologically
male. [66] In Manga, Akiko is a woman, but was brought up as a boy by her mother, Ren, and it is not revealed until chapter 97 that Akiko is biologically female. [42] Ren decided to raise Aktito as a man because she was ashamed to give birth to a girl who was God for the zodiac, and who was receiving more attention
from her husband Akira. [67] The only other soms who knew about Akiko's biological sex were members of the oldest four zodiac sign: Kureno, Shiguire, Hattori and Ayme. [42] After the curse crumbles, Akiko begins and lives as a woman,[68] and in the final chapter Shigur, whom she is in love, walks with her. [33] Yuki
Soma voiced: Aya Hisawawa (Drama CD, 2001 Anime), Nobunaga Shimazaki (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Eric Vale (English)[34] Child Yuki voiced: Miyuri Shimbukuro (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol (2001 anime), Amanda Lee (2019 anime) [34] (English) Yuki Soma (草摩 由希, Soma Yuki) is a Chinese-zodiac rat
and a little brother of Ayme. Yuki is portrayed as a charming, reserved and accomplished young man with many fans, but who is becoming friendly difficult. When Yuki was young, her mother gave control over her to Akto Soma, who kept her apart from the rest of the zodiac signs and convinced her that no one liked her;
[69] Because of this, Yuki's self-esteem is low and he feels isolated. [70] He's known as Prince Yuki and Prince Charming at school, where he's a fan club headed by Motoko Minagawa that tries to protect him from other fans, the result that Yuki is further isolated,[71] and he's pressured by his popularity to become
president of the student council despite his misunderstanding. [72] Yuki, though, wishes he could be with people as friends, rather than admired from afar, and envy easy ways with both Kyo Soma and Kakeru Manabe others. [73] [74] Yuki is touched when, faced with the possibility of having her memory of the Soma
family's mystery, Toharu Honda asks if she remains her friend,[75] who no one had asked her before. [76] With the help of Tohru, Yuki is slowly able to open the lid of his emotions, and after the summer he begins to stay in Shiguire's house, Yuki himself admits that he loves her. [77] When Yuki was about six or seven
years old, he fled Akito. [78] Yuki has always had fond feelings for Tohru for really needing him. [78] However, he later admits to Manbey that he was looking for a mother-of-celebrity and found him in Tohru. [76] As a rat, Yuki despises the current cat, Kyo, despite enviously envied him, and is abhorrent to his efforts to



defeat him. Even when he realizes the true nature of his feelings for Tohru, Yuki is uncomfortable when he recognizes why growing feelings for him and each other. [79] Machi gets attracted to Kurgi, a one The council treasurer, who also had a traumatic childhood, [80][81] and falls in love with him. When he knows that
Kyo Tohru will be confessing to his love, Yuki meets with Machi and is with him when his curse lifts, at which first thing he does is embrace him. [32] In the last chapter, she gives Machi a key to his new apartment, where he attends university as he will be staying. [33] Kyo Soma voiced: Tomokazu Seki (drama CD, 2001
anime), Yuma Uchida (2019 anime) (Japanese); Jerry Jewell (English)[82] Kid Kyo Kyo kyoik Ikeda (2001 anime), Asuna Tomari (2019 anime) (Japanese); Avery Rice Williams (2001 anime), Alison Vitrin (2019 anime) (English) [34] Kyo Soma (草摩 夾, Soma Kyo) cat, cursed by an animal not in Chinese zodiac, but who
says if it included the feast would not have been tricked by the rat in missing (see zodiac origin stories). [20] In a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya described Kyo's character as a powerful force that drew the story of the fruit basket together. [83] Kyo is portrayed as an orange-haired young man who is small-tempered and
charismatic, if initially strange around people; [84] Arisa once called her anger management boy,[39] and Yuki Soma easily expresses jealousy of her ability to make friends. [73] He's also fiercely competitive, and can easily be manipulated into doing things he doesn't want to do to turn it into a contest — especially
against Yuki. As a cat, Kyo hates Yuki, the current rat of zodiac, which he never sees as working anything,[39] and has devoted his life to defeating him. Shortly before the series began, Kyo made a bet with Akito: If he lost Yuki in a fight before graduating high school, he would be officially accepted as part of the zodiac;
However, if he doesn't, Kyo will be confined inside the Soma estate for the rest of his life. [85] Despite several months of strict training, though, a good blow on Kyo Yuki never lands. [86] Their rivalry comes to Tohru, who likes both of them, but he's even more worrying when they don't fight. [87] The two eventually tell
each other, during a debate, they despise each other as well as envy and come to a truce for Tohru. [88] At the beginning of the story, Kyo takes in Shiguire's house with Yuki and Tohru. [20] When Kyo was young, her mother died in an accident rumoured to be committing suicide on her son's curse, and after her father
rejected her, Was taken by Kazuma Soma in Kyo. Both love each other as father and son,[89] But Kazuma says he continues to live with Shigur as he believes Toru is helping him open up. But in addition to his foster father, why pushes those who want to help him, because he's a cat The form is embarrassed — a
bizarre, foul-smelling, monster — which he turns up when his bone juzu bead bracelet is removed. [89] When Toru sees his truth However, he follows her to beg him to stay with her, which strengthens their bond. [89] However, why also blame himself for the death of Tohru's mother, whom he could have saved at the risk
of turning into a cat, and he was shaken by Kyoto's last words, I would never forgive you... [57] As the story progresses, Kyo falls in love with Tohru, but she refuses to subject him to the pain he is convinced, so when he confesses that he loves him, he rejects him, telling himself disillusioned. When Arisa, Saki and Yuki
put pressure on her how deeply hurt her rejection is, she enjoys the courage to accept him, and when he finally confesses to him, his curse lifts - with balance. [32] In the final chapter, he and Toharu go out of Shiguire's house and prepare to move to another city, where he will study in another dojo in preparation for the
heir apparent of Kazuma, and the final pages show that he had a son and a granddaughter. [33] Shigur Soma voiced: Ryötarö Okiayu (drama CD, 2001 anime), Yuichi Nakamura (2019 anime) (Japanese); John Bergmayer (English) [91] Kid Shiguire voiced: Mari Hino (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Athiya Yu (2019 Anime)
[92] (English) Shigur Soma (草摩 紫呉, Soma Shiguire) is a Chinese zodiac dog and owns the house where she, Toharu, Yuki and Kyo live. He is a writer who publishes literary novels under the name of Pen under his name and trash romance. His most successful pen name is Noa Kiritani, which he used for his erotic
novel series Summer Color's Ah. She's best friends with her cousins Hatori and Ayame, and she and Ayame like to pretend they are lovers. [93] In an author's note, Natsuki Takaya described Shiguire as a child of the problem. [94] In anime, Shigur is portrayed as lazy and dirty-minded, who takes nothing seriously,[95]
[96] and with a fondness for teasing people— especially his editor Mitsuru, but also Kyo, Yuki, Toru and Ritsu. In manga, he behaves the same, but is also shown to be manipulative: [97] He early on hatori admits that he's using Tohru as a pawn for some deep purpose and being willing to sacrifice himself to anyone for
the filthy of all that he wants. [98] More than once, he provokes Akiko with apparently uncooled reactions that cause other confrontations, such as a visit to Akito in a summer beach house in 10-11 versions. [99] Shigur eventually admits to Kureno that he hopes the disruption Toharu has further undermined the weak
zodiac curse, and prompts Tohru to figure out how to break it himself. [28] Shigur's deep feelings are for Akiko, and he once had sex with Akito's mother Ren, because he was upset, although Akiko secretly felt shiguere, she was sleeping with Kureno. [60] Finally, it is implied Shiguire's plot has been aimed at freeing Akito
from the curse Need to stay as a man, so he can have him for himself. He wears akiko to the woman's kimono when he announces that he will remain as a woman,[68] and in the final chapter, he walks with Akito in the main Soma house. [33] Shigur habitually wears a kimono until he has to leave the house for business,
which according to Takaya is his way of being in the spirit of things as a writer. [100] Takaya received his name from the tenth month, Shiguerzuk, or autumn rainy month, the dog month of the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Kaguera Soma voiced: Yuri Shiratori (drama CD), Cotono Mitsishi (2001 anime), Ri Kugimia
(2019 Anime) (Japanese); Meredith McCoy (2001 anime), Tia Ballard (2019 anime) (English) [34] Kagura Soma (草摩 楽羅, Soma Kagaura) is a Chinese-sumd pig. She has been portrayed as a naïve young woman with great strength[102], and her amount has associated impulsive dealings with those born in the year.
[103] The latter often takes the form of berating and beating Kyo, whom he insists he is engaged to. When Kagora was seven and Kyo was five, and he was all alone because he did the curse of the cat, he played with him,[104] and one day threatened him in motion (using a knife in manga,[105] a boulder in anime[106]).
Having questioned the nature of his love by Rin, Kaguru finally accepts why his love was based on mercy,[104] as much as Kazuma is afraid to be toharu,[107] and he sticks to him because he has easier than a cat. [104] Why after he tells her that he can't love her, he claims to give him hope of winning [104] but still why
loves and cares for him; [108] When Tohru rin admits to why he loves, Kagura impulsively attacks him, saying that one has to tell why himself. [107] According to an author's note, Kaguara is a big sister type who is always ready to help. [108] She attends a local college while living with her parents, who are shown taking
her double-edged personality in stride, and with Rin. Kaguru is the only female member of the Zodiac, who has not been shown to be injured by Akiko. Takaya received his name from the eleventh month, the month of Kagurzuki or Shinto song and dance, the month of the pig of the traditional Japanese calendar. [101]
Momiji Soma voiced: Mickey Nagasawa (drama CD), Ayaka Satoko (2001 anime), Megumi Han (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kimberly Grant (2001 anime), Mikaela Krantz (2019 anime) (English) [34] Momiji Soma (草摩葉, Soma Momji) is a rabbit of Chinese zodiac. His father, one of the richest members of the Soma
family, is Japanese, while his mother is German (they speak German and Japanese in manga, but only Japanese in anime). [97] Momiji is portrayed as a loving, cheerful, androgynous boy who hides a tragic family life behind his blooming behavior. In a writer's note, Takaya told him The most comfortable of Somas with
the possession of their soul, and the most successful of the boys. [109] Momig is bigger than initially appeared, and Tohru is surprised to learn that he is only a year younger than him. For Kyo's horror, Momiji wears the girl's version of her high school uniform with shorts instead of skirts,[110] until she accelerates the
increase in the start of her second year and doesn't switch to the boy's uniform. He lives alone inside the Soma family complex, and was raised by servants. [109] His mother learned about the zodiac curse when he first kept him, right after he was born, and he was repulsed; He later erased his memory to Hattori that
Momji was his son. Her attitude towards her was so violent and unexpected that even seeing her would cause her to get angry. Finally, she begged Hatori to erase her memories and said that the greatest regret of her life, .. । It's that creature came out of my body. [112] Because of this, his younger sister, Momo, is
unaware that he is his older brother,[112] even though he is interested in him and starts taking violin lessons as he plays the violin. [113] Despite his upbringing, Momiji is pragmatically and emotionally strong about others. In chapter 115, his curse breaks before the balance,[67] and he decides to leave Akto one day
despite subsequent pleading and intimidation. [114] Momiji very quickly takes him to Toharu, including kissing him when they first meet and hug him when they are formally introduced despite his curse. He sometimes helps Tohru in his evening job as an office cleaner in one of his father's buildings, and once substituted
for him when he's sick with a cold. [115] He's very fond of Tohru, and even defies Akito for his defense. [29] He later warns Kyo that if he does not act on his feelings for Tohru, someone else, like himself, can steal him; [111] In the final chapter, Momiji tells Hatsuharu and Rin that he hopes to find a girlfriend as wonderful
as Toharu. [33] Takaya received his name from the ninth month of the traditional Japanese calendar, leaving the month of Momijitsuki or autumn; [101] He was supposed to have been named after the third month, the month of the rabbit, but according to the author, he mixed up his and Kureno's position in the zodiac.
[16] Another in the sequel series Fruit Basket, Momiji is a daughter named Mina. Hatori Soma voiced: Kazuhiko Inau (2001 anime), Kazuyuki Okitsu (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Kent Williams (English)[34] Hattori Soma (草摩とり, Soma Hattori) is a seahorse of Chinese zodiac. He is a private doctor for the Soma family
and is responsible for suppressing memories (using a form of hypnosis that is handed over to his row of the family)[116] of outsiders who discover the mystery of the Soma family,[59] such as Yuki's childhood playmate. [69] Halori is portrayed as a tall, squalid man who is Happy with the antics of his best friend, Shiguire
and Ayme. He's often the only one who can control Ayame's worst behavior,[117] and the only person Does IsSY relits enough to talk about his plans. He takes his duties seriously for the Soma family and as a doctor, and also warns Tohru about the dangers of joining with the family. [59] In a writer's note, Natsuki
Takaya described him as the cast's best wedding material. [116] When his curse is active, Hattori turns into an 8 centimeter (3.1 inch) long seahorse. According to Shiguire, it's a sign that the zodiac curse has weakened. [30] Two years before the series began, he was engaged to assistant Kana Soma in his doctor's
office. [59] The relationship ended when Hatto sought permission from Akito to marry Kana and in response Akito attacked Hito (in anime, he threw a vase), leaving him almost blind in his left eye; Akiko then blamed Kana for the incident and she felt so guilty about it that Hatori was forced to suppress the memory of their
relationship to ease her grief. [118] When Tohru meets with him near the end of Section 2, he looks back at his time with Kana, so says his heart is like ice. After kana married someone else, Shiguire molested Hattori in meeting Kana's best friend, Myuko Shiraki, who secretly loved her. [119] [120] In the last chapter,
Hatori invites Mayuko on an Okinawa vacation. [33] Takaya took the name of Hatori from the fourth month, the month of taking the konotorisuki or leaves [for silkworms]. [121] The sequel series Another in the Fruit Basket, Hatori and Mayuko are married with a daughter named Kinu. Voiced by Hatsuharu Soma: Akio
Suyama (Drama CD, 2001 Anime), Makoto Furukwa (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Justin Cook (English)[34] Voiced by Baby Hatsuharu: Akemi Okamura (2001 anime), Mariko Higashichi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Joshua Huber (2001 anime), Morgan Berry (2019 anime) (English) [122] Hatsuharu Soma (草摩 溌, Soma
Hatsuharu), age 15-17, often called Haru, is a bull of the Chinese zodiac. Hatsuharu is depicted as a yin and yang personality, a mirror of the traditional personality characteristics of the bull in the zodiac. [123] He's an older brother figure for small-sum members, and is usually calm and calm, but, if provoked, can be
enraged. [124] Somus calls these two sides of his personality his white and black sides; Her hair is white with black roots, and her zodiac form is a black and white spotted bull. [123] He has a reputation in the family for being somewhat stupid, and when he was a kid he blamed Yuki Soma, the current rat, for becoming
the first in amount because of its story because of how the rat cheated bull. After Yuki asked Hatsuharu if he believes he's stupid, he's mentally netted is and loved Yuki since then. Hatsuharu is in love with Rin Soma and is one A secret relationship with him. He protects those he cares about, especially Rin, Yuki, Kisa
and Hiro, and once confronted Akito to limit Rin and almost punches,[125] and looked for Kisa when he ran away from the house. Hiro admires Hatsuharu as a sibling figure, even calling him Haru-nii (Big Brother Haru), but also believes haru is very good for everyone for his good. [126] [50] Hatsuharu has a bad sense of
direction, and once lost for three days in another city while looking for Kyo to challenge him. [127] He likes to tease Kyo in a deadpan manner; Kyo in turn calls for her downright crappy saying Momiji should keep wearing girls' uniforms until she gets older. [110] He is usually shown wearing various jewelry and leather
goods, which, according to a writer's note, he makes himself. [128] Natsuki Takaya received his name from the first month, Hatsuharu which means New Year or early spring, which is the month of the bull of the traditional Japanese calendar,[121] Although his name is written with different kanji than in the month. Ayme
Soma voiced: Tekhito Iyasu (Drama CD), Mitsuru Miyamoto (2001 Anime), Takahiro Sakurai (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Christopher Sabat (English)[34] Ayme Soma (草摩, Soma Ayme) is a Chinese-zodiac snake, and Yuki's older brother, a young man with very long silver hair and striking eyes, who tohru note makes
him yuki-like. [93] Ayme is portrayed as incandescent, flamboyant, confident and self-centered, with annoying Yuki and Kyo (one of the few things they initially agree with), and often getting hurt by Yuki and Kyo in response. In a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya described him as a drained person to meet in real life. [129]
Despite his age, he refers to himself with the boyhood pronoun Boku (see Japanese pronoun). He runs a store, named after himself, that sells custom-made romantic costumes such as frilly dresses and maid costumes to Mary Kuramae, with the help of his seamstress. Ayme is best friends with Shiguire and Halori, who
are of the same age; While Shiguire goes with Ayme's outrageous personality,[93] Hattori is the only one, according to Shigur and Takaya, who can control Ayme's worst behavior. [129] [130] As snakes, Ayame is particularly susceptible to cold. [93] When Ayme was in high school, he was president of the Student
Council, [130] and proud that Yuki was following him. [131] There is a fear of not accepting Ayme. [131] When Ayame was young, he completely ignored Yuki, and even forgot Yuki's name once, but during the series shows that he will be completely alone, with Yuki as the company only when they grow up. It inspires an
obsession with gaining Yuki's love, which he attempts to do by seeking yuki,[131] and later a more thoughtful way to prove Yuki Doing it can depend on it. As the series progresses, it is, Gradually accepts Ayme as a brother, and even tries to understand him. When Ayame is free from the curse, the first thing she does is
embrace my Kuramae and confess that she loves her. [32] Takaya received the name Ayme (usually a female name, meaning iris, or blood iris to be more specific) from the fifth month, Aymezuki or the month of irises which is the month of the snake of the traditional Japanese calendar. [121] Another in the sequel series
Fruit Basket, Ayame and Mine are married with two children, Hibika and Chizuru. Kisa Soma voiced: Kaori Nuzka (2001 anime), Rina Ueda (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol [132] (English) Kisa Soma (草摩 杞紗, Soma Kisa) is a Chinese zodiac tiger. She has been portrayed as a cute but very shy and withdrawn
girl. In the author's notes, Natsuki Takaya described her as the first or second most beautiful character in the competition[14] and girly-girl. [133] When Tohru first met him, Kisa had a tendency to bite when in her animal form and a small tiger cub is seen as anyone who approaches or angers her. When Kisa starts
seventh grade, her classmates upset and outspte her because of her naturally bright hair and golden eyes, an effect of her curse, and the cause of her shame. Because he feels ashamed of being bullied, he tells his worried mother what's happening and doesn't stop speaking; When it disturbs her mother even further,
she flees and is found by Hatsuharu. [134] She also sees Hatsuharu as an older brother. Tohru Honda, which Kisa understands the crisis because she was once herself bullied, helps Kisa come out of her shell, and Kisa gets very attached to Tohru, calling her onee-chan (translating as big sister in both English manga
and subtitle anime, and as sissy in English dubbed anime). [72] [135] She sometimes gets frustrated in Hiro due to Toharu's treatment. Kisa Hiro likes and hurt when she withdraws from him to save him from Akiko,[72] much like that Hatsuharu is hurt by Rin. [126] As the series progresses, Kisa has shown struggles with
her shame, and feels it's a great achievement to directly greet Kyo, rather than relying on Hiro to speak for her. [111] In the final chapter, he is seen holding hiro's arm and they are considered a couple. Kisa is a fan of the fictional anime series Mogeta, which she sometimes sees with Toru and Hiro. She called Shani
Chan, using just the last letter of her given name, by Shiguire and Hiro's mother. Takaya took his name from the second month, changing kisragi or clothes month, which is the tiger's month of the traditional Japanese calendar. [121] Hiro Soma voiced: Yuriko Fuchizaki (2001 anime), Uo Taichi (2019 anime) (Japanese);
Aaron Dimuk (2001 Anime), Lucy Christian (2019 Anime) [132] (English) Hiro Soma (草摩 燈路, Soma Hiro) is Ram or Sheep Zodiac and loves Kisa more than anything else. They were best friends in elementary school. When she told Akiko that she loved Kisa, Akiko became furious. Afterward, Kisa was beaten by Akiko
(for no reason for him), but Hiro knew his statement had prompted Akiko to attack Kisa. While visiting Kisa in hospital, Hiro, shocked, confused and depressed, thought it would be better to stay away from The Kisa. When he started middle school, Hiro tried to ignore him, thinking it would stop him from attacks by Akito
anymore. When she found out she was being picked up by other children, she couldn't do anything as it would be strange for her to rescue her after months of sudden unseen. Hiro accidentally saw Akiko pushed out of a window, which later causes Hiro some distress, as he found out about hatsuharu and Isuzu dating,
and Isuzu was pushed out of the window by Akiko, something Haru would never forgive. Rin and Akito forced her not to tell Haru about the incident she had witnessed, but she eventually acted courageously, thanks to her baby sister Hinata to tell Haru and Kisa the secret that she had kept about Akiko's actions. He
tends to criticize people and feels older than he really is, but often regrets what he says to others when he is made aware of how insensitive his comments can be. His mother is most comfortable with his transformation. In Chapter 118, he gets rid of the curse before most of the amount, and for the first time he catches his
infant sister Hinaita for the first time. [136] In the final chapter, she and Kisa considered a couple due to her holding their hands and comforting her with her love about Tohru's impending move. Natsuki Takaya received his name from the seventh month of the traditional Japanese calendar, fumihirogasuki or the month of
publication, which is the month of the goat. [101] Ritsu Soma voiced: Mina Tominaga (2001 anime), Kengo Kawanishi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Mike McFarland [132] (English) Child Ritsu voiced: Sarah Hussey (2001 anime), Caitlin Barr (2019 anime) [137] Ritsu Soma (草摩, Soma Ritsu) is a monkey of Chinese zodiac.
He has been portrayed as a beautiful but unstable young man with very low self-esteem and tendency to overreact. He apologises frantically for everything, even things that aren't his fault. In it he takes after his mother,[138] hostess of the Soma family onsen,[139] whose position he is in training to take over. [140] Being
cursed by the monkey, Ritsu enjoys sharp reflexes and the blessing of an extremely agile body; He's able to react quickly and climb easily on high ground. [141] Ritsu dresses in women's clothing because they say she feels so under pressure from society, and is initially mistaken for a woman by Tohru Honda because of
her long hair and beauty. [141] Shigur Like to play with Ritsu And the gullie, as much as he does his editor, Mitsru; [142] When Ritsu and Mitsuru meet, they realize that they have this common,[142] and in a bonus story in the first fan-book, he and Mitsusu are a couple. [143] In the final chapter of Manga, Ritsu is giving
Kagura one of his women's kimono, his hair cut short, and not dressed like a girl. Natsuki Takaya received his name from the eighth month of the traditional Japanese calendar, Odkaritsuki or rice harvest month, which is the month of the monkey. [101] In a writer's note, Takaya said he regretted how a role Ritsu played
in the main story, appearing five times a total. [140] Isuzum Soma voiced: Hauko Kuwashima (drama CD), Aki Toyosaki (2019 anime) (Japanese); Bruna Palancia (English) [144] Isuzu Soma (草摩 依鈴, Soma Isuzu) is a horse of Chinese zodiac. He is often called Rin because it is an alternative reading of 鈴, which is the
second kanji of his given name. She is tall and initially has hip-length dark hair; According to a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya initially designed her with very short hair, but then it made long-time copy of the blowing of a horse's mane in the air. [145] Takaya's fans described Rin as the character in charge of sexiness. Rin is
portrayed as stubborn and independent,[147] at that point he cannot depend on anyone else,[24] his zodiac signs associated with those born in the year; She's too sharp tongue but worried about others. [148] When Rin was young her parents acted affectionately and devoted to her, unlike the parents of many cursed
Somas, but when she asked if they were happy, the stress mask of the drama broke to her advantage, after which they neglected and abused her for the thing she was hospitalized and developed terror disorder. His parents then kicked him and Rin Kaguara walked into Soma's house. [149] There is a romantic and
sexual relationship between Rin and Hatsuharu that began before the series began. When Akiko finds out about it, Rin claims full responsibility to protect Hatsuhatu, and pushes Rin out of a window to punish Akito; While healthy in hospital, Rin breaks down with both Hatsuharu to save her and avoid her burden, but
without explaining why. [150] [151] To The Free Hatsuharu, Rin begins searching for a way to break the curse, and Kazuma asks, [61] Shiguire, [152] and Ren Soma[153] for help, though he opposes the assistance of Tohru Honda, which he thinks is too good for his good. [24] Ren provides help if Rin steals a treasure (a
black box) from Akito, but is caught by Rin Akito, who is confined in her cat's prison and cut her hair; After being released by Kureno, she reconciles with Hatsuharu,[153] accepts her support. She also accepts Toru's help because of the latter's kindness,[154] and as Hatsuharu As protective grows, getting angry
Someone upsets or hurts him. [62] [107] After the zodiac curse was broken, Rin cannot understand how others can proceed as if Akiko was never abused,[155] and in the final chapter she says she still gets angry. [33] Takaya received his name from the sixth month, the month of Isuzuuretsuki, or the last quiet spring
days, the month of the traditional Japanese calendar horse. [101] Kureno Soma voiced: Susumu Chiba (drama CD), Uichiro Umehara (2019 anime) (Japanese); Ian Sinclair [156] (English) Kureno Soma (草摩野, Soma Kureno) is the former rooster of the Chinese zodiac. According to Natsuki Takaya, while he was still
cursed, he didn't like others to see his animal form, which was a rather than a sparrow. [157] He is portrayed as a humble and selfless young man. Arisa Uotani describes Kureno as Tohru-like as her over-the-top humility and scattered idioms,[41] and Saki Hanjima and Akito Soma both compare their selflessness to Toru.
[25] In his mid-teens, about ten years before the series began, Kureno's curse had somehow broken, but he promised never to leave because of the crisis of Akiko. [42] There are sex between Kureno and Akito, and when Shiguire found out about it, shortly before the start of the series, in retaliation he slept with Akiko's
mother Ren. [158] Akiko keeps Kureno away from the rest of the family to hide that he is no longer cursed, and most of Akito's work as head of the Kureno family. [159] As a result, Kureno is so sheltered that he's 26 when he first visits a convenience store, where he meets Arisa. [41] Despite his mutual fascination, he
stays away from him because, he claims to the Tohru of his promise to Akitto. [42] However, when Akito locks Rin Soma away for trying to steal her father's box, it's Kureno who frees her. [125] As the zodiac curse begins to break, Kureno eventually admits he partially coddled Akito and is being too obedient to keep
fearful, and Akito angrily stabbing him in the back. [136] When Kureno is released from the hospital, he exits the Soma compound with the help of Arisa,[43] and in the final chapter, Arisa is preparing to move on with him. [33] In a writer's note, Takaya described him as possibly the loneliest of those affected by the curse,
because of his isolation. [160] He never blames Akito for his injury and still feels responsibility for taking care of him. He says the best thing for him is that he can wipe out his existence. So her soma was going out of the house. Takaya received his name from the traditional Japanese calendar, Kurnoharu or the third
month of late spring; [121] He was supposed to have been named after the ninth month, the month of the rooster, but according to the author, he mixed up his and Momiji's position in the zodiac. [16] Minor members voiced by Kazuma Soma: Inau (2001 anime), anime), Morikawa (2019 anime) (Japanese); Voiced by
Damon Clark (English) Kid Kazuma: Mickey Machi (2001 Anime), Ayaka Nanse (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Heaven Tubs (2001 Anime), Emily Fajardo (2019 Anime) (English) [161] Kazuma Soma (草摩 籍真, Soma Kazuma) are masters of karate who run a dojo near the Soma family main house, where she teaches many
small somas, including Kyo, Kagura, Yuki and Hassuharu. They are usually addressed as shisho, which means master. In a writer's note, Takaya said that although she draws him young, her age is almost 40. [162] Takaya also claimed that he was clumsy with his hands and had no sense of taste,[162] and portrayed him
as being so bad at cooking, he does not know how to prepare tea. [61] His daily routine is taken care of by his assistant in Dojo, Kunimitsu Tomoda. [163] When he was a child, during his own meeting, Kazuma meant to his grandfather simply because his grandfather was cursed by the cat. His grandfather had offered
him a dessert but Kazuma had rejected it, saying it was damning, and instead of being angry, his grandfather only smiled and forgave him. Their only meeting in their own meeting haunted him as he grew up and to improve, after Kyo's mother's death, he took in and raised why, as the current cat, his foster son, and has
come to think of him as his son. [162] Kazuma thinks well of Tohru and hopes his love for Kyo is sincere, and is not based on kindness like his grandmother had towards his grandfather; [107] Both Tohru to test emotions and to show why he can be accepted by others despite his curse, Kazuma Kyo Tohru forces to show
his true form. [89] [164] After Rin is hospitalized for the second time during the series, he takes her into being healthy so that she doesn't have to stay inside the family premises, which she's done before. [30] In the final chapter, Saki Hanajima has taken a job as a cook in Kazuma's Dojo and implied that they were in a
relationship, but according to Nats Takaukiya in fan book -kat, Kazuma only sees her as Kyo's classmate. [33] Ren Soma voiced: Ai Oricasa (Japanese); Caitlin Barr[165] (English) Ren Soma (草摩 楝, Soma Ren) is akiko's mother. She has been portrayed as an elegant but obsessive woman with long dark hair similar to
Isuzu Soma. Ren Akitos was key to the story because of the gender reveal. If Akito had been a female pick then Abadre wouldn't have been beefy out (if he hadn't he's just the spoiler he is) and the curse most likely would have broken Tohru prematurely. According to an author's note, Takaya designed Akito and Ren
similar to each other; [166] Shiguire claims that if Akiko had been raised as a woman, he would have looked too much like Ren,[67] and Tohru once misunderstood Ren's voice for Akito. Ren and Akito are extremely hostile to each other; Shigur notes that he is obsessed with his child and is dead His background and age
were deliberately left obscured by Takaya. [166] Ren was originally a Soma domestic maid who won akira's heart, being just as head of the house instead of noticeing her loneliness and treating her with kindness. [67] When she conceived and paid more attention than herself, as the new god of zodiac to her child, and
then became a woman rather than a proper male heir, she feared that the child would replace her in Akira's heart and demanded Akiko be raised as a man. [42] [67] Before his death, Akira told Akito, But not Ren, that Akiko's place in the curse is proof that his and Ren's relationship was special. [158] To give up the fear
of Akito, Ren consistently claims that Akito's bond with the zodiac is fake, instead claiming true love Akito; To prove him wrong, Akito tried to mold Yuki into an zodiac animal dedicated to him (Akito). [158] After Akiko Kureno began sleeping with Soma, some time before the series began, Ren asked Shiguire to envy her
and then seduced her to infuriate Akiko. [158] When Ren approaches Ren for information about breaking the Rin Soma curse, Ren promises to tell Lies and Rin how if he steals a black box owned by Akiko, asked to control the spirit of Akira; [67] [153] Later, goaded by Shiguire, Ren threatened Akito with a knife to get the
box, only to learn that it's as empty as his passion. [158] Ren does not appear after that, though Akiko mentions that Ren has rejected his efforts to reconcile after the Zodiac curse broke. Kana Soma voiced: Haruhi Nanao (2001 anime), Minami Tsuda (2019 anime) (Japanese); Libby Smith (2001 anime), Cara Edwards
(2019 anime) (English) [167] Kana Soma (草摩 仮, Soma Kana) is a soma who is not a member of the main branch family, and therefore not aware of the details of the Soma family curse. Kana was Hatori's lover, much to Akito's disappointment. When Hattori told Akito that he wanted to marry Kana, Akiko took it upon
himself to punish Halori and injure one of his eyes, which prompted a traumatic experience for Kana. To make matters worse, Akito berated Kana for Hatori's injuries, and the crime slipped into her belief that Hatori's wanting to marry was a mistake she should never have made, because she is unable to lift the family's
curse. Overwhelmed by guilt, Kana was unable to lead a normal life after the incident, which eventually led Akiko to suggest that Hattori should erase her memories. Hattori accordingly followed Akiko's suggestion and refrained from ever interacting with Kana again. She later marries another man, who admitted that her
involvement with Hattori was only a unilateral crush. Kyo's father voiced: Shinobu Matsumoto (2019 anime) (Japanese); E. Bailey (2001 Anime), Aaron Roberts (2019 Anime) (English) Of Kyo Soma Father. Kyo's mother voiced: Mickey Nagasawa (2001 anime), Atsuko Yuya Yuya anime) (Japanese); Wendy Powell
(English) The late mother of Kyo Soma. He is one of the few Soma parents who accept his cursed child until he commits suicide when he is around 7-8yrs. Okami Soma voiced: Junko Yamamoto (2001 anime), Sachiko Kojima (2019 anime) (Japanese); Julie Mayfield (English) Okami Soma (草摩神, Soma Okami) is the
mother of Ritsu Soma. She is one of the few Soma parents who accepts their cursed child. Momiji's father voiced: Toshihiko Seki (2001 anime), Junichi Yanita (2019 Anime) (Japanese); E. Bailey (2001 Anime), Ben Bryant (2019 anime) (English) Momji and Momo Soma's father. She is one of the few Soma parents who
accepts their cursed child. Momiji's mother voiced: Ajusa Nakao (2001 Anime), Takako Honda (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Alice Bougman[168] (English) Momiji and Momo Soma's mother. Momo Soma voiced: Saya Tanaka (2019 anime) (Japanese); Megan Shipman (2019 anime) [169] (English) Momo Soma (草摩モモ,
Soma Momo) Momiji Soma's younger sister. She appears in the sequel, now as an adult and knows she and Momiji are siblings. Ayme and Yuki's mother voiced: Sayaka Ohara (Japanese); Morgan Garrett [170] (English) Mother of Ayme and Yuki Soma. Voiced by Soma Maid: Hitomi Shogawa (Japanese); Linda
Leonard [171] (English) an elderly maid of the Soma clan. Akito has been raising Soma ever since she was young. She respects Akito a lot and willing to ignore her terrible action since she feels like it's justified due to Akito being God. Kisa's mother voiced: Haruhi Nanao (2001 anime), Aya Endo (2019 anime)
(Japanese); Cynthia Cranz (2001 anime), Jessica Kavanagh (2019 anime) (English) Mother of Kisa. She is one of the few Soma parents who accepts their cursed child. Satsuki Soma voiced: Mikko Takahashi (Japanese); Erica Mendez [172] (English) Satsuki Soma (草摩 五, Soma Satsuki) is the mother of Hiro and
Hinata. She is one of the few Soma parents who accepts their cursed child. Isuzu's parents voiced: Masayuki Kato (father) and Fuyuka Ono (mother) (Japanese); Robert McCollum (father) and Kenisha Thompson (mother) [173] (English) They are parents to Isuzu Soma. When Rin was young her parents acted
affectionately and devoted to her, unlike the parents of many cursed Somas, but when she asked if they were happy, the stress mask of the drama broke down for her benefit, after which they neglected and abused her to the point she was hospitalized and developed panic disorder. His parents then kicked him out.
Other characters voiced by Megumi Hanmajima: Omi Minami (2001 Anime), Yukio Fuji (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Holly Townson (2001 anime), Leah Clark (2019 anime) (English) Megumi Hanjajima (花島 恵, Hanjama Megumi) is the younger brother of Saki. Kakaru Manabe voiced: Kenichi Suzmura (drama CD), Takuya
Aguchi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Aaron Dimuke (English) Manbey (真鍋 翔, Manbe Kakaru), sometimes called True Pot Flies because kanji Yuki, who created his name, is vice-president of the Student Council during the presidency of Soma. He is alternately portrayed as lazy and charismaticly energetic, reminding Yuki
of his older brother, Ayme,[174] whom Kakaru refers to as the commander. Yuki also compares Manabe's ability to make friends for Kyo. [74] Manabe sometimes claims the student council is a super sentai-style school defense force, and once the rest of the student council tries to get its team's colours to pick up. When
Yuki asked Manbey's younger half-sister Machi what her favorite color was, Manbey later claimed she knew her favorite color was red. Although so heavily rooted by saying that she was aware of her crush on Yuki, which was decided by Manabe that her complexion, as president was red. [74] In a writer's note, Takaya
calls him a good friend and evil comrade for Yuki. [175] Manabe is the older half-brother of Machi Kurgi by his mutual father's mistress, and is protective of him because he is still affected by his mothers' fight, now ended, to inherit his baby's name. [176] He has a girlfriend named Komaki Nakao (whom he calls meat ☆
Angel because of his love of meat). Tayaka notes that they practically live together as their mothers are both busy with work. Komaki's father drove the car that struck and killed the Kyoto Honda, killing himself as well. Manabe believed that Toharu thought he was the only person affected by the accident and confronted
Toharu on behalf of Komaki, saying he was nauseating. He tells her that he is acting like he should take the misfortune of the whole world. However, Komaki was angry at him as he disrespected Toharu's feelings. She felt that her feelings and Komaki weren't the only ones and vowed to understand other people better,
and later apologize to Tohru for his hurtful behavior. According to Komaki, Kakaru used to be a withdrawn, unreachable person, but after withdrawing from the competition during middle school to inherit the family he suddenly became the character Yuki meets. In the sequel series Fruits Basket One and Kakaru has a
daughter named Michi. Voiced by Machi Kurgi: Yuki Kada (Drama CD), Ai Kakuma (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Caitlin Glass (English) Machi Kurgi (倉伎 真知, Kurgi Machi) is the treasurer of the student council and classmate of Hatsuharu and Momji during the presidency of Yuki Soma. He is the younger half-sister of
Kakaru Manbey by his mutual father's wife. [176] Machi is portrayed as a quiet, almost emotionless young woman with sometimes destructive behaviour, such as ruining the student council room. He feared due to perfection when he was competing for the role as heir and was forced to act right. He expresses the difficulty
himself, which many times has consequences in making decisions During his childhood, his mothers competed to keep their baby name heir, a struggle that ended when Manbey first withdrew himself from running, so Machi's mother bore a son. Machi remains estranged from her family because her mother believes she
resents, and is a threat, supplanting her for her younger brother, an accusation she didn't elect, even if it's false. [178] Unlike most girls at school, he sees Yuki not as prince, but just as another boy, even seeing him as being alone. [50] His different attitude and disturbing behavior catches Yuki's eye, and he makes many
attempts at befriending her. When Yuki and Manabe visit Machi's apartment, Yuki learns to be perfect because of the pressure when her mother was competing with Manabe, Machi finds perfection so upset she has a compulsion to do anything orderly march, such as clean-room trash, walking through new fallen snow,
and breaking pieces of a new box of chalk. [178] Machi Yuki develops feelings for, and while Tohru honda is in the hospital and he needs to reach someone, Machi Yuki is able to confess. Machi is later Yuki's girlfriend[179] Like the youngest Somus, Machi likes the fictional anime Mogeta, and gives two character idols to
the treasure that Yuki gives her. [179] Mitsuru voiced: Akimi Okamura (2001 anime), Chintssu Akasaki (2019 anime) (Japanese); Cynthia Crange (English)[92] Mitsusuru (満) Shiguire is the editor of Soma. Shigur playfully calls him MIT-Chan. A stressed young woman, she is usually shown pleading with Shigur to finish
her manuscripts in time, in response to which Shigur either escapes her or falsely claims she has not finished. His anguish pushes him to threaten suicide more than once, and Natsuki Takaya said in a writer's note that Mitsuru thinks Shigur is evil. [180] During one such episode, he meets Ritsu Soma,[142] with whom he
later develops a romantic relationship. [143] [180] Myuko Shiraki voiced: Naomi Shindo (drama CD), Hitomi Nabateme (2019 anime) (Japanese); Anastasia Munoz (English)[34] Mayuko Shiraki (⽩⽊ 繭, Shiraki Mayuko) is the homeroom teacher of Tohru, Kyo, Yuki, Saki and Arisa; What subject he teaches is never given,
although in a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya said he thinks Shiraki fits the image of a literature teacher. [181] Shiraki is generally portrayed as good humor, but sometimes offensive — when Kyo attempts to leave class on Valentine's Day, he stops him at the door with a folder in his face and threatens to paint his hair black
instead of orange,[182] and once a fight breaks out between Hatsuharu and Kyo by throwing a bucket of water at them; [183] She once demanded as a joke that, after some students intimately addressed her to Mayu-chan-sensei, that they called her Teacher Mayuko says. [117] Her parents, who worry about Shiraki
being unmarried, run a bookstore where she repeatedly Outside. [120] Takaya said in a writer's note that Shiraki is possibly sad that she is a woman and secretly insecure how tall she is, but since Hatori Soma is too tall, they can look great together as a tall couple. [184] Shiraki is best friends with Kana, Hatori's ex-
fiancée, and two years before the series began, she met Hatori, Shiguire and Ayme. While Shiraki was attracted to Hattori, he was delighted that Kana and Halori were happy together. She dated Shigur for a month before the break, partly because Shigure was away and partly because she had only reduced her
loneliness to dating him. When Kana and Hattori broke down, she was at a loss, as Halori wiped out Kana's memory of the engagement. [119] Shiraki still has feelings for Hatori, but Resents Osity's continued intervention in her life, even when it brings her closer to Hatori. [120] In the final chapter, Shiraki and Hatori are
shown as a couple, with Hatori inviting him on an Okinawa vacation. [33] Mine Kurmae voiced: Mickey Takahashi (2001 Anime), Yuka Iguchi (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Amber Cotton (2001 anime), Monica Riyal (2019 anime) (English) Mine Kurume (倉前 美⾳, Kurme Mine) works at Ayme Soma's clothing store as a
designer and seamstress, and lives with her in an apartment above the store. [129] Her cheerful, passionate about cost, and Ayme has been determined to do anything; He takes care of neglect details in his enthusiasm, such as getting permission to go to Yuki's class. [185] Natsuki Takaya describes him as a wonderful
person to be able to live with Ayme. [186] She's particularly excited about dressing girls in her outfits, sparkling at the thought of doing so,[79][185] and she's shown herself always wearing the uniform of a frilly maid. According to Ayame, mine is someone he can believe in,[187][187] and Yuki suspects he is aware of the
Zodiac curse. When Ayame is free of curse, the first thing she does is hug her and confess that she loves her. [32] Motoko Minagawa voiced: Kaori Shimizu (2001 Anime), Mao (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Jamie Marchi (English) [34] Motoko Minagawa (皆川, Minagawa Motoko) is president of Yuki Soma's fan club and is a
year ahead of him. As a devoted fan, she has been portrayed as obsessive and romantic. Fan clubs keep him safe by banning any member from being alone with his prince to prevent any one member from stealing him; Thus, Motoko hates any girl who gets close to Yuki— specifically, Toharu Honda, Kimi Toou, and
Machi Kurgi. Motoko and the club's vice president, Minami Kinoshita, have instigated several plots to undermine Tohru, Saki Hanajima, whom they see as protecting Tohru with his poison waves, to find a weakness at home,[48] and Karru Cinderella's wicked stepsister. In the cast's system of behaving badly to him. [188]
Something Motoko talks with Yuki, he gets so overwrought that all he can do is do simple things, such as talk about what he had for breakfast. [189] At her graduation, she finally confesses to Yuki that she loves her, though she knows she can't do it, and wishes her happiness in the future. [190] Makoto Teqi voiced: Yuji
Ueda (2001 Anime), Jun Fukushima (2019 anime); Kelly Hebert [191] (English) Makoto Takei (⽵井 誠, Takei Makoto) is the president of the student council who is strict about the school's disciplinary code. Kimi Todo voiced: Yukari Taramura (drama CD), Rumi Okubo (2019 anime); Chermi Leigh (English) [192] Kimi
Todo (藤堂, Todo Kimi) is one of two student council secretaries during the presidency of Yuki Soma. Kimi has been portrayed as an outgoing and fun-loving young woman. [193] She's also manipulative and a prank maker: When Yuki first meets her, she manipulates her to share the chocolate his fan club had just given
him. [37] She often gives things naughty interpretations, and uses sex appeal to get her way — for example, she flirts with a teacher to get her student council to give a new whiteboard. [74] According to Kakaru Manabe, Kimi likes to seduce boys who already have girlfriends. [194] According to a writer's note, Kimi
believes all men love her, and as long as they like her she can go out with as many people as she wants. [195] She once tells other student council members that she was encouraged to become the way she was once by some girls saying that if you have a beautiful face, people are more willing to forgive you. Kimi
sometimes speaks in the third person, as Kimi wants it, which is a childish way of speaking in Japanese, and adds Yuki by cutesy nickname Yun-yun. She is good friends with Manabe and disliked by most of the girls at school, especially the Yuki Fan Club. Naohito Sakurigi voiced: Jun Fukuyama (drama CD), Aoi
Ichikawa (2019 anime); Micah Solusod (English) [192] Naohito Sakurigi (桜⽊ 直⼈, Sakurgi Nauhito) is the second of two student council secretaries during the presidency of Yuki Soma. When he meets Yuki, he claims to be Yuki's rival[37] because he has a secret crush on Yuki Fan Club president Motoko Minagawa.
[190] Naohito has been portrayed as a no-nonsense and low-natured young man who is often outraged by Kakeru Manabe and Kimi Toudou's antics, and the author said he never attracted him smiling. [196] He works his student council duties and absolutely refuses to call the council school defence force, as Manabe
wants. Manabe and Kimi sometimes call him Chibi-Suke (chibi meaning small, and -suke being a common masculine name-end][37] that bothers him because he's about his short stature. is sensitive. [190] Kunimitsu Tomoda voiced: Shunsuke Hasegawa (drama CD), Atsushi Tameru (2019 anime) (Japanese); Jason
Lebrecht (2019 Anime) (English) Kunimitsu Kunimitsu (友⽥ 邦, Tomoda Kunimitsu) is a personal assistant under Kazuma Soma in his dojo. Another character, Sava Mitoma Sava Mitoma (苫 彩葉, Mitoma Sava) is a first-year student at Cabara High School. She is less confident and quite timid and shy, but her world
changes when she is introduced to the Soma family. Mutuki Soma Mutsuki Soma (草摩 睦⽣, Soma Mutsuki) is the only child of Yuki Soma and Machi Kurgi. He and his cousin Hajime live with their elder cousin Kinu Soma to stay close to Cabara High School. Mutuki is a second year student as well as a student council
vice president. Hajime Soma Hajime Soma (草摩め, Soma Hajime) is the first born child of Kyo Soma and Toharu Honda. He has a younger brother and sister. He and his cousin Mutsuki live with their older cousin Kinu Soma to stay close to Cabara High School. Hajime is a third year student and also the president of the
Student Council. Sora Soma Sora Soma (草摩 昊, Soma Sora) is the daughter of Hatsuharu Soma and Isuzu Soma. She and her twin brother Riku are first-year students at Cabara High School. Riku Soma Riku Soma (草摩 陸, Soma Riku) is the son of Hatsuharu Soma and Isuzu Soma. She and her twin sister are first-
year students at Sora Cabara High School. Michi Manbe Michi Manbey (真鍋 理, Manbe Michi) is the daughter of Kakaru Manbey and Komaki Nakao. She is a third year student at Cabara High School. He has a younger brother in middle school named Kou. She works like a big sister for her cousin Mutsuki Soma, whom
she has looked out for since they were children. Shiki Soma Shiki Soma (草摩岐, Soma Shiqi) shiguire is the only child of Soma and Akto Soma. He is a first-year middle school student and a member of the Go Club (dedicated to the ancient board game), with his cousin Chizuru Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Meena
Soma Meena Soma (草摩 美那, Soma Meena) is the daughter of Momiji Soma, was her younger brother. He loves baseball, but he doesn't plan on a future in the game. Instead, Mina inherits her father's business (which she inherited from her father) and wants to expand it. Chizuru Soma Chizuru Soma (草摩 千弦, Soma
Chejuru) is the son of Ayme Soma and Mine Kurmaa. He has a big sister whose name is Hibika. He is a second-year middle school student and a member of the Go Club (dedicated to the ancient board game), with his cousin Shiki Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Hibika Soma Hibika Soma (草摩 響歌, Soma Hibika) is
the daughter of Ayme Soma and Mine Kurmae. She is the elder sister of Chiju. Like his parents, Hibika is loud and cynical. She loves fashion and helps take care of family clothing boutiques while her father and mother are out of town. Kinu Soma Kinu Soma (草摩 帛, Soma Kinu) is the daughter of Hattori Soma and
Mayuko Shiraki. She's a university She said she doesn't want to be a doctor like her father, but rather, something that doesn't need a lot of effort would be good. Kinu lives in an old, soma-owned house, looking at his two younger cousins Hajime and Mutsuki during the school year. Rio Moska Rio Moska (リ モカ,
Mossuka Rio) is the son of Saki Hanajima. His father is a foreigner. He is a third-year middle school student and a member of the Go Club (dedicated to ancient board games), along with his friends Shiki Soma and Chijuru Soma. According to Rio's uncle, his mother's mysterious mental abilities don't move male family
members, so presumably, Rio is a normal child. He has described Sava as calm and gentle. Ruriko Kaganayama Rurico Kaagayama (蔭, 瑠璃, Kaagayama Rurico) is the daughter of Motoko Minagawa. Rurico Soma is the president of the fan club. Reference ^ フ バケット 23件21~23件 [Fruit basket 21-23 of volume 23]
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